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I. INTRODUCTION 
The paper applies some results on weak convergence of probability 
measures to the problem of convergence of finite difference approximations 
to a broad class of degenerate elliptic and parabolic partial differential equa- 
tions. The equations are of the type which arise in stochastic control theory 
and, generally, have only weak solutions. Our interest in the problem stems 
from our interest in stochastic control theory, and in numerical methods for 
the solution of stochastic control problems. The results are of interest in 
stochastic control theory, and in numerical analysis for reasons stated below. 
Next, we state some conditions, then discuss the problem and its probabilistic 
interpretation. 
The following assumptions will hold throughout the paper. Let G be 
a bounded open r-dimensional set, with continuous boundary aG. Let k(.) 
and v(*)l be real valued bounded measurable functions on R’. Let x 
denote an element of RT with components xi ,..., x, and M a matrix with 
components {mij , i,j = I,..., r}. We use the norms 1 x I2 = C 1 xi I2 and 
1 M I2 = C m:j . Let f(.) = (fi(.),...,f7(.)) be a bounded Rr valued function 
on R’, satisfying the uniform Lipschitz condition 
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604 KUSHNER AND YU 
for a real K. For some integer Y’ < r, let B(.) denote a bounded (r x r’) 
matrix valued function on Rr satisfying the uniform Lipschitz condition 
I B(” + Y) - w4 G K I Y I ’ 
Define A( .) = #?(.) B’(.), where ’ denotes transpose and the differential 
operator 
Consider the differential equation 
LW(x) + k(x) = 0, x E G; V(x) = q(x), x E aG. (1) 
Equation (1) has a well-known probabilistic interpretation. Let z( *) denote 
a standard r’ dimenional Wiener process and let2 x(e) denote the solution 
to the Ito stochastic differential equation 
dx =f(x) dt + B(x) dz, x(0) = x0 E Ii’, t 3 0. (2) 
Define 7 = min{t: x(t) $ G}, and suppose that3 E,,’ < co, then if (1) has a 
classical solution, that solution has the representation 
W(x) = Kz [’ k@(s)) ds + &p(x(~)). (3) 
JO 
Conversely, if the W(x) given by (3) has continuous second derivatives, then 
(1) holds in G. 
In this paper we consider the problem where we have a finite difference 
approximation to (l), with finite difference interval h, and a corresponding 
solution V(e) to the finite difference equations, and we investigate the limit 
of V(.), as h -+ 0. 
Our problem is non-classical for several reasons. Equations such as (1) 
arise frequently in stochastic control theory, often by a purely formal expan- 
sion of (3) via a formal use of Ito’s Lemma. The matrix A(.) is usually 
degenerate (not uniformly elliptic), and very little is known concerning the 
smoothness of the solutions. Hence, classical approaches to the numerical 
analysis problem are not usable. 
Indeed, (1) usually has a solution only in some weak sense. One may 
question the validity of solving a weak sense partial differential equation by 
2 Throughout the paper the notation for the sample space variable w will be sup- 
pressed. Thus x(.) denotes both the random process (a function of (w, t)), and the 
function with w fixed. Similarly x(t) denotes both the random variable with fixed 
parameter t, and the value of the random variable at (t, w). 
3E zO is the expectation given the non-random initial condition x0. 
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finite difference methods. But, we will show that, whether there is a weak or 
strong sense solution, the V(v) converge to IV(.), under some very reasonable 
conditions. Thus we can obtain IV(.) by using the formal form (1) as a 
“computational intermediary”, even if IV(.) is not sufficiently differentiable. 
Even if B(.) is strictly positive definite and IV(.) is sufficiently differentiable 
in G, the derivatives may not be uniformly continuous in G because of an 
insufficiently smooth boundary aG. In this case also, the classical theory is 
not applicable, but our method is. We can also treat some discontinuous 
k(.), and p)(.). Reference [l] and this paper appear to be the only works which 
discuss numerical methods for partial differential equations with weak solu- 
tions. 
Some previous results on this problem appeared in Kushner [l] (which 
contains some misprints). Here we weaken the conditions on the boundary 
i?G and on B( .), k( .), and ‘p( .) to include a much broader and more interesting 
class of equations. In addition, the methods of proof are somewhat different, 
and can be extended to cover cases arising out of (2), where a(.) is replaced 
by a Poisson process, or by the sum of a Poisson and Wiener process. 
We will require the following additional assumptions. 
There is a real K, > 0 so that, for each i 
%(4 - c I 44I 3 KP& 
h-3 
i 




The inequality (5) holds if there is some E > 0 so that at each x E G 
2 c 44 - 1 I %MI + 1 I f&)1 > c > 0, (6) i izj i 
i,j 
which simply implies that there is no absorbing point in G. Condition (4) can 
be weakened. We prefer to use (4) here only because it allows the use of a 
relatively simple finite difference method. 
In [I] we required that either A(.) = 0, or that there is a real E > 0 for 
which 
2 c a,,(x) - c I %@)I > 6. 
2 i+ej 
id 
But there are many important examples where the diffusion may be zero only 
on some subset of G. 
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Such problems do not fit the scheme in [l], nor can they be treated with 
classical numerical methods, but they do fit our scheme here. 
Taking advantage of the probabilistic interpretations of (l), the entire 
development is probabilistic. It does not require any of the classical ideas of 
numerical analysis. In Section II, we cite some relevant results on weak 
convergence of probability measures. Section III develops and discusses the 
finite difference method. Some auxiliary results are proved in Section IV, 
and the main theorem and discussion are given in Section V. 
II. SOME RESULTS IN WEAK CONVERGENCE 
All Theorem citations are to Billingsley [2]. For each real T > 0, let 
D[O, T] denote the space of real valued functions that are right continuous 
and have left hand limits on [0, T]. Let /1 be the family of strictly increasing 
continuous functions from [0, T] onto [0, T]. For X, Y E D[O, T], define the 
metric d(x, y) as the infimum of those E 3 0 for which there is a map X E (1 
satisfying 
sup I x(t) - r(A(t))l G E* 
O<t<T 
d( ., .) can be verified to be a metric [2; p. 1111. There is a metric 4( ., .) 
equivalent to d(., .), under which D[O, T] is complete and separable [2; 
p. 1141. Let 9[0, T] denote the minimum u-algebra on D[O, T] determined 
by the topology given by the above metric, and 9[0, T] its r-fold product. 
Let &[O, T] and &!r[O, T] denote the family of probability measures on 
(D[O, T], 9[0, T}) and (Dr[O, T], 9r[O, T]), resp. A sequence {Pfi} in 
.R[O, T] is said to be tight if for each E > 0, there is a compact set Q so that 
P,(D[O, T] - Q) < E for all n. Tightness of a family of measures on a metric 
space implies weak relative compactness of the family [2; Theorem 6.11. Let 
{P,} and P denote a family of measures on (D[O, T],@[O, T]). Weak con- 
vergence of P, to P will be denoted by P, 3 P. Let Y(.) be a real valued 
measurable function on D[O, T], with D, denoting the set where Y(.) is 
discontinuous. If P(D,) = 0 and P, 3 P, then s Y(X) dP,(x) --f s Y(x) dP(x), 
[2, Theorem 5.11, if y(.) is bounded. 
Let P, and P be the measures on (D’[O, T], 9[0, T]) which are generated 
by some RT valued random processes x,( .) and X( .), resp., all of whose sample 
paths lie in Dr[O, T]. Suppose that (I,,..., x,(t,)) converges in distribution 
to (W,..., x(&J) for all finite s and all 0 < t, < t, < ... < t, < T, that 
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P(x(T) = x(P)) = 1, and that (7) holds for a real K and any t, , t, t, satis- 
fying t, < t < t, . 
E I 4) - x&,Y I x,(h) - x,(W < Wz - td2. (7) 
Then P, * P [2; Theorem 15.61. Condition (7) implies tightness of the {P,}. 
Actually for tightness, we also need that P(sup,<r 1 zn(t)l 3 a) --f 0 as 
a - co, uniformly in 12 and that for each E > 0,~ > 0, there is a 8 E (0, T) so 
that 
These conditions will clearly hold for the processes encountered in the 
sequel, and we will concentrate on showing (7), when necessary. 
III. THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 
We will first describe the finite difference approximations, and then indicate 
how the finite difference equations relate to (2) and (3). Let ei denote the unit 
vector in the ith coordinate direction in Rr. Define the grid Rhr as the set 
of points ((nrh, n,h ,..., n$)} where n, ,..., n, range over all positive and nega- 
tive integers and 0, and define Gh = G n RhT. (The results are invariant under 
any translation of the grid Rhr.) 
At each point x of Gh , let us use the finite difference approximations 
aV(x)/i3xi + [V(x + e(h) - V(x)]/h if fi(x) > 0 
+ [V(x) - V(x - e,h)]/h if f&) < 0 (8) 
a2V(x)/axi2 -+ [-2V(x) + V(x + e,h) + V(x - eih)]/h2. (9) 
If aij(x) 3 0 for i # j, let 
a2v(x)/axi axj -+ 
2V(x) + V(x + eih + ejh) + V(x - eih - ejh) 
2h2 
_ [V(x + e,h) + V(x - e,h) + V(x + eih) + V(x - ejh)] 
2h2 
If Q(X) < 0 for i # j, let 
(lOa) 
a2V(x)/ax, axj --+ - [2V(x) + V(x + e,h - ejh) + V(x - eih + ejh)] 
2h2 
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Substituting (8-10) into (l), denoting the finite difference approximation 
by P(x), and dividing by the coefficient of P(X), namely Qh(x), yields (ll), 
for x E G&V). For x E Rhr - Gh , F(x) = p)(x). 
The upper (lower) coefficient of P(x + e,h) is used iff,(x) > 0 (< 0), and 
conversely for the coefficient of V(X - q/z). The upper (lower) coefficient of 
the 3rd and 5th terms are used if aij > 0 (< 0), and conversely for the 4th 
and 6th terms. 
i 
1-C 
VA@ + 4 + e$) I ~&)lP) 




+C i,j vA(X ‘g:(i)- ed4 I, uij&,21 
i#i 
+C 
V*(x - e,h + eJ2) 
i#i Q*(X) i 
I uij~x~li2[ + 44 WQAW 
i,i 
Also 
V”(x) = v(x), x$GA. (12) 
The reason for the choice (8-10) will soon be clear. Observe that the 
coefficients of the VA(.) in (11) are non-negative and sum to unity for each x 
in GA . They can then be considered to be transition probabilities for a 
Markov chain, we can (and will) 1 y  a wa s assume that these probabilities are 
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defined on all Rhr, by supposing that the fi( .), A( *) are defined on all of R’. 
Then (1 I), (12) are satisfied by a certain cost functional associated with this 
chain. Let the random variables of the chain be denoted by {fkh, K = 0, l,...>. 
Define 
Nh = rnp{,: flab $ Gh}. 
For the moment, suppose that the expectation of Nh is finite. Then (13) is 
the unique solution to (11, 12). 
Nh-1 
%) = J% c W,h) p&j + E,&J 
k=O 
If we write hz/Qh(fkh) E dtsh, then (13) has the appearance of a Riemann 
sum approximation to the integral in (3). Indeed, we will show that 
P(X) -+ W(X), as h -+ 0, and most of the sequel is devoted to a series of 
preparatory steps for that proof. 
We can easily verify that4 
E[t:+, - tkh 1 tkh] = f&i? Atkh. (14) 
Covariance [St+, - tkh 1 fkk] = 242) Atkh $ Alh(tkh) Atkh = At,hk&&h). 
(15) 
Equation (15) defines Alh(*), and A,,(x) is non-negative definite for small h 
and equals 
Alh(tk*) = Ih ‘f’fkh,i ----- h , fr;tkhJ, 1 - (Atkh>f(&ch)f’(&sh)+ (16) 
We can write 
E;+l = fkls + f(&? At,h + Igleh, (17) 
where {/3kk} is a sequence of orthogonal random variables and 
EL/%? 1 fkk] = 0, and co+%” / ‘$kh] = &&h) 4ch. 
To bring (13) closer to (3) in appearance, define tsh and rh by toh 3 0, and 
for s > 0, 
S-l Nel 
tsh = c Atkh, 
k=O 
4 = z. Atkh. 
Define the random process E”(.) by 
P(t) = t,h, tsh < t < tyh+1 . 
4 E(X 1 Y) here denotes conditional expectation. We also use EYX and EaX (for 
a conditioning o-algebra ~2) where convenient. 
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Thus t”(t), t < T, is an element of Dr[O, T]. It is continuous on the right, 
and constant between jumps. At tsh it changes in value from ,$.l to ESh. We 
can now write (13) as 
The paper is devoted to showing, via weak convergence arguments, that the 
function given by (18) converges to W(e). We will have to show that the 
measures of the [“(.) converge weakly to that of x(.), and that this implies 
that vh(x) -+ W(X). 
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Lemma 1 proves tightness of the {PhT} for each T > 0. Lemma 2 gives a 
type of central limit theorem which will ultimately be used to relate the flIch 
to the differentials B(x(s)) dz. Then a canonical form for the &a process is 
obtained via a canonical form for the pIc h. Lemmas 3 to 6 relate the multi- 
variate distributions of [h( *) to those of several processes, which are closer and 
closer to ~(a). Finally, Theorem 1 combines these Lemmas to give the desired 
weak convergence of the measures of {f”(e)} to that of x(*) on each [0, T]. 
Fix T > 0. Let PaT denote the measure on (Dr[O, T], @[O, T]) which is 
induced by the process fh(.) on [0, T]. Let Bnh denote the smallest u-algebra 
which measures elch, k < 72, and E9’,h the expectation conditioned on Bnh. 
LEMMA 1. For any positive real ho , the family {PhT, h < ho} is tight. 
Proof. Tightness will be proved by applying the criterion (7). We will 
omit all sub and supperscripts h, where confusion will not arise. Let n and m 
denote two random times which are non-anticipative5 with respect to the 
&} process. Define JS = 1 if n < s < m and let JS = 0 otherwise. Then6 
s i.e., the sets {n = a} and {m = a} are in Ba,h for each integer ol. 
6 For random non-anticipative n, .2Yn h is defined in the usual way on the collection 
of all sets A E k%* = IJ,, I,h, for which A n {n = a} E aah for all integers 01. Note 
that for integers r # s we always have EEB,~~J+.J~/J~‘,$ = 0 and for any integer S. 
&,,hJa I A I* = E.gShJ.&gbh I fiBn 1s = En*JATr A((,“)) At?. 
This type of calculation will be used frequently. We prove the last assertion. Let 
B, E gmh. Then B, n {n < s < m} E g8” and 
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Since (Tr A&)) < K, , for some real K, , and 
Also note that (uniformly in all variables) for small h 
t WI t +w t* 7. 
FIG. 1. Relationships for Lemma 1. 
Next, let 0 < t, < t < t, < T and define (see Fig. 1) 
2, = max{k: t; < t} 
wi = max{k: i$ < ti}, 
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and let 9Y!t denote the smallest u-algebra which measures E(s), s < t. V, wi are 
non-anticipative with respect to the (5,) process. Thus 
There is some real K3 so that 
If  t, < t, > then ( t(t) - .$tl)12 = 0. Also, if ( t, - t, j < dtkl/2, then 
1 f(t) - t(t# 1 e(t2) - t(t)12 = 0, by (20). (The process t(e) can jump in at 
most one of the intervals [t, tI], [t2 , t].) Thus letting IA denote the indicator 
of the set A, 
E I f(t) - f(tJ2 E.q I &2> - WI2 
G Mt2 - t1) E I f(t) - f(h)12 III t,-t,l>Ll tw1/2) * 
Repeating the above procedure on the [t, tI] interval yields 
8 G K2(t2 - td EKt - tl) + PI - hu,)l ~m,--t,1~4,~/2~ . 
But 
where the last inequality holds if the indicator function above has value 
unity. 
Thus 
8 < 3K,2(t2 - t,y. 
Now the criterion (7) yields tightness. Q.E.D. 
We next prove Lemma 2, a central limit theorem which will be useful later. 
For each h, let {pSh} denote a sequence of orthogonal random Rr’ valued 
variables with zero mean and I psh j2 < Kh, for some real K. Assume that 
w.p.1. 
IAt,h = Jq(Pd) (Pa)’ I t,“,...> 585 PA..> PLL 
where I is the identity matrix. Fix A > 0 so that T/A = m, an integer. 
Divide [0, T] into intervals of width A and define the nonanticipative sequence 
(with respect to the {fSh} process) 
no 9 h’0 nib = max{k: tkh < iA}, i = l,..., m. 
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Define (for i = l,..., m) 
Uih z C psh = C psh, 
id-A< t,h< iA s=?lh i--l 
Uih is (roughly) the sum of those psh for which tsh E [id - d, A). 
LEMMA 2. If we make the assumptions of the last paragraph, then 
~UlhY, Umh) tends in distribution to a normal sequence of m independent vectors, 
each with correlation AI, as h -+ 0. 
Proof. Again we drop the sub or superscript h where convenient. Divide 
each interval [id - A, id) into A/b, sub intervals, where b,, > h will be 
selected below. 
Define (w = l,..., A/b,; 1 = I,..., m) 
nl, = max{s: t, < (I - 1) A + wb,) 
and the set of indices 
Iz, = {s: n z,~-~ < s < nd 
and vectors 
uzw = 1 Ps * 
~~~ZfJJ 
Then U, = CW U,, . Let FAP1 and Sl-I,W denote the smallest u-algebras 
which measure U, ,..., U,-, and U, ,.,., Ulpl; Ul, ,..., U,,, , resp. For any 
vector h E Rr’, 
EF,_,,,-~ I h’uz, 1’ = I x I2 c 4 = 1 h I2 b/t + &;w > 
SEIlW 
(22) 
where (by (5)) 1 a&, / < K,h. 
For an arbitrary set {hk}, A, E R”, we will show that the characteristic 
functions satisfy 
EexpifX,‘D;,-+exp - 1 251U24 
1 1 
as h - 0, which yields the theorem. First we need to evaluate the term 
8 = E.F-,,~-~ I AZ’ * u,w 14- 
Let Ji” = 1 if s E I,, , and equal zero otherwise. Then 
8 = Ws-,,,-, C I &‘P, I2 I &‘P, 12J:Y: + G-l+-,C I &‘P, I”/: 
v<s ‘u 
= &F1 + 8, . 
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A method similar to that in footnote 6 (Lemma 1) yields that Jiw 1 x’p, I2 
can be replaced by its conditional expectation (given data up to s) J,“” 1 h, I2 dt,. 
Since 
c At,]:” < 2b, for bh > h, 
s 
Furthermore, using the assumed bound 1 pa I2 < Kh, 
Finally, select b, so that h/b, -+ 0 as h + 0 and also so that for / h, ) , 
h = l,..., m, bounded and for some S > 0, 
[gl + &p+a)‘4 
b, 




as h -+ 0. The function b, = h1j2 satisfies the requirements on bla . Let bh/h 
be denoted by v. Since 





we can evaluate 
ES,,,-,,,-, exp ih,‘u,, = X 
first. 
For any 0 < S < 1 and some real K4 (independent of h, m, v), 
X = E~,-l,,-l 1 + iA,‘U,, - (A”“y”“‘)2 + &,] , 
[ 
where 
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Since ( exp 9 1 < 1, (25) becomes 
where 
Repeating the procedure yields that (25) equals’ 
Continuing, (24) equals 
(26) 
The left term of (26) has the desired limit exp - 4 Cr j X, 12 d, as h -+ 0, 
. b,-tO. 
Now (using the bound on &J 
which tends to zero as h + 0. Also (by Holders inequality) 
which tends to zero as h + 0, by (23). Thus the proof is concluded. 
Q.E.D. 
A Canonical form for the (tkh} process. 
We now proceed to develop a form which will help us relate the process (17) 
to the process (2). We would like to write (see (17)) #Ilca as Ata wkh, where 
(wIch} are orthogonal, and have covariance (conditional on tsh, s < K) dtkhI. 
’ The whole point in dividing the intervals [id - A, id) into subintervals of width bh 
is so that we can obtain a factor of the type (1 - (I A, /*/2)b,y where the coefficient 
of A,,, is not random, and so that the product of the factors tends to the exponential 
as h + 0. 
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This is easy to do if A;‘(x) exists and is uniformly bounded in X, h. But this 
is not true in general (indeed, A&(X) = 0 is possible) and so an indirect 
development is required. 
For each sufficiently small h > 0, let {I,&“} denote a sequence of inde- 
pendent random RT’ valued variables, each with independent components 
#kh(l),..., I&~(+). Let #k”(i) = fl, each with probability 4. We will define 
a sequence of R” valued random variables {wk”}. Let K be an arbitrary 
positive number (henceforth fixed). Consider the matrices 4(x) and A,,(x) 
(see (16)). For each x delete all the rows and columns i for which a,<(x) < Hz, 
and denote the resulting matrices by Ash(x) and /i’&(x), resp. Write 
A*(X) = Aoh + A&(X), and note that the minimum eigenvalue of&(x) is 
no less than that of Aah( and that A”(X) is positive definite (since xah(x) is 
by (4)). Define 
S,h = {i: Uii(&h) >, Kh}. 
Furthermore, the minimum eigenvalue of Aoh(tkh) is the minimum of 
y’Aah(lkh) y with j y / = 1. 
by (4). We have thus defined the random sequence a”(&“); note that the 
dimension of @tkh) is random. 
If ~(6~~) < Kh, define 
c+h(i) = $mpy(i). (27) 
Let pkh and &la denote the subvectors of &” which contain the components 
of lgkh corresponding to Q(&“) > Kh and < Kh, resp. That is, if i is the 
second index for which uii(fkh) > Kh, then /Ikh(i) is the second component of 
pkh. The c&h and &,h will be defined similarly. Thus define bkh by (27) and let 
cii,h = (Ah(Q))--l/2 /p. 
Then we obtain mkh by reordering the components of Okh and ~3,~. 
Let akh measure 5,” ,..., frh; I,&” ,..., I,$-, . Note that 
Egk&h(&h)’ = AtkhAh(tkh). 
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For each h, the {~+a} are orthogonal, have zero mean and 
E &“W;(Wkh) = At2I. 
We also have the bound ( wkh(i)l < K&1/z (for some real Ka) as follows 
I&k” I d d&h by (5) 
I ijkh I2 = (&;c”>’ (Ah(Lh)Y Ekh 
< 1 bkh j2/(min eigenvalue of A”(fk”)) 
< 1 flkh (2K,Kh. 
The conclusion follows if we note that (see (17)) I pkkh 1 < K,h, for some 
real K4 . 
The foregoing discussion implies that Lemma 2 holds with pkh replaced by 6~~~. 
LEMMA 3. 
Ea,h I &” - W&J mkh I2 < K,hdtkh (27) 
for some real KS . 
Proof. Since 9Ykh is given, the i for which aii(tkh) >, Kh are known. For 
convenience, we can assume that pkh ( or bkh) are the last few components of 
pkh (or wkh), and conversely for flkh (or ~5,~). With this understanding, we 
have 
Al’2(x) = [:f; I = B(x), 
where B,,(.) (B22(.)) has the d imension of flkh(pkakh). The terms of B,,(.), 
B,,(.), B,,(.) are O(h1j2) uniformly in k, and in the sample space variable. 
Write 
= ( &” - Bll(5kh) Gh - 34263 Ghl 
- P2,(Lh) 43 + [I%~ - B22(Skh) 43 1 
We have 
Eak,“(I t& I2 + IQ,, I”) G KaAt,h ’ h 
40914313-4 
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for some real K6 . Since 
for a real K, , we also have 
Esk, I Q,, I2 G KshAtkh 
for a real K, . 
Define the process {nkh, k = 0, l,...} by rloh = 5,” and 
Q.E.D. 
di+l = rlleh + fhh> At,‘” + &a’) wcA. (28) 
Let nh(.) denote the interpolation of {qkA} in D’[O, T], namely IlkA = qkh 
for tkh < t < ti,, . Define MA = max{k: t,h < T}. Thus fA(T) = &&. 
Define the indicator function Jib by 
JiA = 1 if tiA < T 
z.z 0 if tih 3 T. 
Note that Ii” is &?:-I measurable. It will be shown below that the limits of 
the multivariate distributions of the fh( .) and yh( .) processes are the same. 
LEMMA 4. For su@ciently small h 
where a is a real number (which can depend on T but is uniformly bounded on any 
bounded T set). Similar bounds hold for the Eh(.), {qkh} and rlh(.) processes. 
Eqs. (29) and (30) (and also for the (TV, Q~} p recesses) also hold zf the initial 
condition is random and E is replaced by an expectation given the initial condition. 
Proof. Only (30) will be proved. For notational simplicity, the index h will 
be dropped (thus ,BkA will be written as ,8, , etc.). There is a real number K, so 
that 
IfWI G & 9 
We can writea 
&a+l)n~ - to = if (li) J&i + i JiBi (31) 
0 
8 t n 7 = min(t, 7). 
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where the last term on the right is the kth term in a Martingale sequence. 
Then using (31) and noting that C$ Jilt, < 2T for small h, and using the 
Martingale estimate 
and 
Eez 1 $f(pI) J&i I2 < K22E c J.At. (, 2 *) 2 < (2T)2 K22, 
we easily get (30). 
Next, we compare 5”(.) and T&(.). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. 
as h + 0. If the multivariate distributions of the qh( ‘) converge as h + 0, then 
those of th( .) converge also, and to the same limit. 
Proof. We will only prove (33), since (33) implies (32) and (32) implies 
the last assertion of the theorem. We will omit the index h. Define 
8, = ‘tk - ?k > 6k = sknMh 
and suppose that E 1 6, I2 --f 0 as h -+ 0. In our case, of course, 6, = 0, but 
the method of proof requires a more general assumption. Then (using 
&k = pk - &tk) Wk) 
sk+l = sk + [f (&c) - f (yk)] J&c + [B(‘&) - B(r],)] Jkwk + Jkgk 
= 60 f i [f (Ei) - f(Ti)I JiAti + i [B(ti) - B(Ti)] Jiwi + 5 J&d . 
i=O i=O i=O 
We need to show that E sup,,, 1 Sk12 -+ 0 as h -+ 0. Write 
I 8ki-l I2 G (4 I 60 I2 + 4 1 i&i/i 12) + 4 (f lf(5i) - f(vi)l Jdt.)z 
0 0 (34) 
+ 4 1 $ Wi) - WA) Jiwi j2. 
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We will require the (Schwarz inequality) bound (using Ci JiAti < 2T) 
I f(5‘3 - fh)l Ii4 2 i < 2T5 If(&) -f(~i)l”1& o (35) 
<2TK,‘~ISi12JiAti 
0 
and the martingale bounds 
E E% / $ (B(k) - %)) Jimi I2 < 4.E $ I B(&) - B(Q)/~ JiAti (36) 
<4K2’Ef16,12 JiAti 
0 
I b, I2 Ii . (37) 
t E I So I2 
1 
and note that g(h) -+ 0 as h ---f 0. Equations (34)-(37) yield 
E ;yt I 6, I2 <g(h) + KP 2 I Si I2 At,], , (38) 
0 
where Kr = 8K22T + 16K22. Next, let us substitute the upper bounds to 
/ S, I2 which are given by (34), into the r.h.s. of (38). We also use (35) to 
replace the corresponding term in (34). Thus 
(39) 
Replacing x:,” At, Ji by its upper bound 2T and using (36) and (37) yields 
E SUP I Sk I2 <<g(h) + 2TK,g(h) + &&‘f l si l2 JiAti 
k<m 0 
where K2 = X1( 16K22T2 + 32Kz2T). 
w 
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Repeating the substitution procedure and defining 
R, = K+,(16K,2T2 + 32KS2T) 
yields that 
for some real K’ provided that the factor 
&/R,, = 16K22T2 + 32K22T < 1. 
Since we can divide [0, T] into a finite number of intervals of width T1 so 
that 16K22T,2 + 32K22T, < 1, and since the mean square value of the initial 
value of 6, for the ith such interval goes to zero as h -+ 0 (by the proof for the 
i - 1st interval), the proof is concluded. Q.E.D. 
Next we will compare $‘(.) to a process that is more closely related to the 
diffusion (2). Let d be a positive real number satisfying A > K,h and 
N,A = T, for some integer Nd . 
Let Iih, i = I,..., Nd denote the set of indices (see definition of nib above 
Lemma 2) 
Iih = {ntl )..., ?z; - 11. 
Define the indicator functions J: by 
JfS = 1 for s E Ii” 
zz 0 for s 4 Iih. 
Finally define the sequence { yi*; i = O,..., NA} by $,h = r/0h, 
(41) 
= Ah +f(Ac”) 1 J;+d,h + Whh) ; J;+LP,~- 
8 
LEMMA 6. We have 
lim sup E 1 jjkh - qt, I2 = 0. (42) h+O 0eG=sv~ 
Let jjh(.) denote the interpolated {jQh} in Dr[O, T]. If the multidimensional 
distributions of the T”(e) converge as h -+ 0, and then A + 0, then those of the 
p(.) converge to the same limit. As h -+ 0. 
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Proof. The last assertion follows from Lemmas 4, 5 and (42), and will 
only prove (42). Again the index h will be dropped. Write 
The 01~ are orthogonal and 
for some real K3 , where we used the Lipschitz condition on B(a) and the 
facts that (ts - tnk) < 24 and (Lemma 4) 
Write 
Ylc+1 - %,+l = Pk - rln, + Lmk> - fhJ1 c J7c+1.A 
+ [Wk) - w?nJl c 1,+,.,1- % - Yk 
s 
where 
and for a real K4 
E I yk I2 < K,d2. (9 
Define 
& = C Jk+dk 9 SW, = C Jmsws . 
8 .3 
Then 6, + A and E~n,(Sw,)’ SW, -+ IA, uniformly in all variables, as h --f 0. 
The SW, are mutually orthogonal. Write 
Pk+l - %r+l = -(ilk - Yk + [f(yk) - fb?n,>l sk 
+ [BB(yk) - B(%,)l 6wk 
(45) 
Eq. (42) easily follows from (45) and the properties of the SW, , 0~~ , yk and we 
omit the details. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 1. On each [0, T], the multivariate distributions of f”(e) tend to 
those of the solution to (2), as h + 0. Furthermore the measures of th(.) on 
[0, T] converge weakly (in D[O, T]) to the measure of x(e) on [0, T] (in P[O, T]) 
for each T > 0. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4, 5, 6, the limits of the multivariate distributions of 
(“(.) on [0, T] (as h + 0) are the limits of those of the interpolations {y”(.)} 
in Dr[O, T] of {j&“} (as h + 0, then A --f 0). Write 
h 
Uk+l- 
= .& df 
Then by Lemma 2 and the comments above Lemma 3, (ark,..., uk,) converges 
in distribution to (z(id + A) - z(id), i = 0, I,..., Nd - I} where z(q) 
denotes the Wiener process in (2). Define {ykA} by y0 = fsh and 
d+l = rrt’ + f  (y/) d + B(Y,~) [z(kd + 4 - 4k“)l. 
The multivariate distributions of {ykh} converge to those of {ykd} as h -+ 0; 
hence, the multivariate distributions of yh(.) converge to those of the inter- 
polation yd( *) of { ykA} in D’[O, T] as h ---f 0. Finally, the multivariate distribu- 
tions of yd(.) converge to those of the solution to (2), as A -+ 0. Thus the 
multivariate distributions of fh( *) on [0, T] converge to those of x(.) on [0, T]. 
Since tightness was proved in Lemma 1, the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
V. MAIN THEOREMS 
Let PET denote the measure induced by x(.) on Dr[O, T], with initial con- 
dition x(0) = x. Let F( .) d enote a bounded measurable functional on ZY[O, T] 
which is continuous almost everywhere, with respect to PzT. Then Theorem 1 
and Section 2 imply that EF(& .)) --+ EF(x( .)) as h -+ 0. For any element y 
of D’[O, T] or D’[O, co], define T(Y) = inf{t: y(t) # G}, where we set T(Y) = CO 
if it is not defined. When we assert that y is tangent to aG at t = 7, we mean 
that there is a number u (depending on y) so that y(t) E G + aG for 
t E [T(Y) - U, T(Y) + u]. Let y be a continuous element of Dr[O, T]. Then 
Yn-Y in P[O, T] implies that y%(t) -y(t) uniformly on [0, T]. Define the 
function (T n T) (.) by (T n T) (y) = T(y) if T(y) < T and (T n T) (y) = T 
otherwise. Let P, denote the natural extension of all the PzT on the space 
[D’[O, co), P[O, co)]. See the discussion at the end of the section. 
We will assume 
P,{T = T} = 0, for large T (46) 
P=(x(‘) is tangent t0 aG at t = T} = 0. (47) 
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(46) and (47) are not very restrictive, and can frequently be verified from 
simple facts concerning the process x(.). (See the example in [l].) Under 
(46)--(47), (T n T) (.) is continuous on Dr[O, T] w.p.1. (PST). These remarks 
imply 
THEOREM 2. Assume (46), (47). Let p( .) be continuous. Let k( .) be a bounded 
measurable function such that for each t > 0, each continuous y, and any 
sequence yn + y in D+[O, T], we have 
j” t 4~&)) ds - j- t MY) ds. 
0 0 
Then the functions with values at y  E D’[O, T] 
s 
(TAT)(r) 
YYW & dY(T n T(Y))) 
0 
are continuous w.p.1. P,=(and P,) and 
Td Tm 
EL? s WW) ds - J-G s k(m) ds 0 0 
as h + 0. If k( -) is continuous, then the conditions on k( .) are satisfied. 
Remark. The continuity of v(.) can be weakened, but we do not know the 
most general form. For an example, let Y = 2, x = (x1 , x2), G = {x: 1 x 1 < l} 
and let v(x) = 1 in the right half plane, and zero elsewhere. Then if 
P&(T) E (1, - 1)) = 0, QW(T n Th)) --+ E&T n T)). 
The important point is that the probability is zero that x(.) hits aG at the 
points where cp(.) is discontinuous. 
To complete the proof that V”(x) -+ W(X), we only need that the tails 
(48)-(49) go to zero as T - co. 
& T s &(s)) ds, Ez ’ s k(P(S)) ds (48) Tns TC-4 
&h~(i?~(~~)) - dth(T n TV))], Ezh'(x(T)) - 'P(x(T n +I- (49) 
To prove (49) all we need is rh < co w.p.l., 7 < co w.p.l., Toprove(48), 
we need suph E,T~ < co, E,T < co. Suppose that there is a real to and MO 
so that 
sup Pz{Th < to} > MO > 0, 
SOG 
(50) 
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then it can be shown that suph E,rh < CO, E,r < CO, by using the Markov 
property of the {tkh}, and weak convergence. It is often possible to prove (50) 
by a straightforward analysis of the transition probabilities for the chains 
{fleh}. See, e.g., the example in [I]. Indeed, it seems that the approach of the 
paper is usable to prove properties of X( .) f rom sometimes more easily acces- 
sible properties of the {tkh}. Here we will only prove the following 
THEOREM 3. If we assume (46), (47) and 
Eg < co, (51) 
then (48), (49) tend to zero as h + 0. 
Proof. We will show that sup,, E,rh < co which implies the theorem. 
Let K(.) = 1. Then by Theorem 2, for each T > 0, 
E,( T n 9) -+ Ez( T n T). 
Let 
limhsup E,rh > E,T + 2~ 
for some E > 0. Then there is a T < cc for which 
limzup E,( T n 7”) 3 E,( T n T) + E, 
a contradiction. A similar result holds for lim inf, . Q.E.D. 
Discussion. Under the conditions (46), (47), (51), the functions described 
in Theorem 2 are continuous w.p.l., and Vh(x) + W(X), as desired. (51) is 
necessary for W(X) to have a well-defined meaning, and even for all the Vh(x) 
to be uniformly bounded in h. (46)-(47) are usually readily verified from 
simple properties of the diffusion (2). A simple, but illustrative, example is 
given in [I]. Such problems (indeed the general class of problems treated in 
the paper) appear regularly in stochastic control theory. Owing to their 
probabilistic origin, it may be more natural and intuitive to impose prob- 
abilistic conditions, as we have done, rather than analytic conditions. 
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